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1. Introduction

The object of this note as the title makes clear is to draw attention to
• some practical issues affecting· the role of the public sector (government and

.public, enterprises) in the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action adopted
by Heads of state and Government of the OAU in Lagos in April, 1980. For ease
of. exposition. it is necessary to outline briefly a number of considerations
which will shape the treatment of the subject in later sections of this paper.

Underlying the Lagos Plan of Action are three definitions which are formulated
in simple terms as follows:

First. economic gro.vth in Africa rreans increases in the physical' output· of
goods and services to meet the needs of the mass of the people. Such increases
must normally be the result of the 'conversion of reM materials. drawn from the .
R.egion J 5 arrple natural resources base, into semi-finished and finished products.

,It is the pattern of end~products and the pattern of available reM materials which
broaply determine the pattern of factor inputs (skilled manpower, technological
processes, equipment. institutions and services, financial flows et~.) that are
imported or locally developed and supplied.

Second, the Lagos Plan of Action rests on the principles of self-reliance
U.e. reliance on indigenous reM materials and other factor inputs) ·and self
sustainment (i.e. dependence on internal rather than external n13eds or demand
stirriJliJ. However. in the tw!;lnty yearS since most rrembe~cciuntrifjsgained political
independence the bvlk of initiatives a~ to what natural reSbUr9~~/rawmaterials
will be explored;8valuated and exploited for roodern productioni','as to IIoIhat i.nter
mediate and·final products will be produced and as to what facto~ inputs, relevant
to such production will be supplied and used. frum what sources and on what terms.
and to serve what needs. has depended mainly on foreign private enterprise. The signi
.fiG~nGe of entrepreneurial and management functions in" gconomic groWth ~n AffiCq, ,appear
'to have received inadequate attention bU1:;.fhs challenge of irtplam::mting'the Lagos Plan
qf .;. Action.: . now raises in an acute form the question of who d.oes· .what;· when.' ~h.ere.
'how.and, .for wnat·reasons. This question is particularly irrpo.rtan~at;·'theh9ho"a.l
level where the broad Plan targets and objectives. adeipted to'·nati.bnalresQu.i't~s •

.. cap~biHtie5and circumstances, will have'to be effectived ana mainly purSued. '..
. . . . . . ;

The secretariat has, in its preliminary examdnation of the question. taken
into account several considerations. The first is the dominance. in Africa. of
the backward. non~monetized rural sector where the bulk of the population live. where
the,bulkof natural resources/raw matertals are located,· where the bulk of the
potential.for production. of· national markets and of employment'eXpansion are likely
to be ,found and where. therefore factor inputs must be mainly d~veloped and applied.
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The second is the role of complementarities: among raw materials for production;
between raw materials, factor inputs and end-productsJ within and among sectors,
among national markets. As regards the first. it is obvious that the less the technical
knowledge of the naturalresources/raw materials base the lower the dpportunitie5 Tor
complementarity among industrial raw materials for production at the national,level.
The level of technical knowledge of the natural resources/raw materials base also
reduces, the level of multinational corrplsrrentarity' of industrial raw materials, the
range oi. industrial production and the opportunities for national participation in
multi-national production and trade. It willb~"nofed that corrplementaritiesat
the national and multi-national levels also 'depend on nationa~ and multi~national
capabilities'to extract and organize intra-African trade in industrial raw materials.

The relationship between the raw materials base of production and factor inputs
has been the subject of review within the secretariat:and:,:it is obvious that there
is no close relationship between the two. For example,'n-either the pattern of output
of education and training institutions, nor of state scholarships policy, nor of
technical assistance requested and supplied be'ars ahy clbse relationship to the
systematic building up of national. capabilities'. in rrodem terms. for the identification,
evaluation and management of thenaturalrssaurc88 basB, for the Bxtraction from it of
raw'materials, or for their complementary conversion' into semi-finished and fini~hed

products. This ,can reasonably be said to apply:to the determination of soil'resources.
waterre,sources, forest resources, animal resources, fishery resources, mineral and
hydro-carbon resources, etc. as well as to the special kinds of'formel knowledge
required for the exploitation of most of ,them for production. Similarly, the range
and orientation of research and experimental development facilities - where they
exist - are still concentrated on. primary.. products for:export. There probably is
nowhere in the Region institui;-ionsfor research"in tropical forest products technology
comparable to those that Bxistcin fonner metropolitan countries and the Region
continues to depend for the determination of.... technolog~es for exploiting its fO('Est
products ,all. research work carried out in. developed "countries.:' Indeed, 'a great deal
of R&'0 is now being carried Out on an increasing' range of tropical products and
preliminary results made public without any centres of reception and further
cie\/?lopment in the Region. '. '.. .

.In so far as equip~nt is concemeb. it has been found useful merely to visualize
., the consequences of any major intemati'onal disaster which'cuts,the"Region off from
its supply bases in develop~dcountries not only for equipment of all kinds but also
for:spare" parts (including. nuts, bolts",'and wire), ,fur s irrp Ie tools and implements
for Qui lding and equipment maintenance.=, to rea lite'" the' scope of its:' extemp1 dependence.
Much rrorj'significant is the extent to. which the coopbsitionof equipment irrports is
concerned 'with general purposes than with industrial and agricultural production to
meet,the needs of, the mass of th~ people.

, Stmilarly, the supply of services and the associated patterns of institutlonal
development (banking, shipping, inland surface transport and communications, civil

.9v~aqon, insurance, consultancy, external and intet'nal marketing and distribution,
~dv8rtis~ng,~tc.) are clearly detennined in their orientation and geographical
location more by the requirements of external dependence than by those of autonomous t

econernic growth.

-
- -----= ~
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Domestic markets in Africa are in general characterized not only by the sharp
division between the high income usually urban. market tied to income. levels and
production and marketing systems of developed'economies and the largely non-rronetized
poverty market of the rural sector but also by technical fragmentation - several
differentiated products which perfonm the same technical function, create sub
rronopolies through trade marks and advertising an inhibited local production on an
economic scale and by rapid product succession: from radio to black-and-white
television to colour television to video-cassettes.

Some Challenges to the Public Sector incthe 1980s - Gov~rnment

The preceding paragraphs though not exhaustive provide a background for
exanumng Serre of the' principal challenges to the public'sector in the' 19805
generally and .~n the implerrentation of the, :n"ational version of the Lagos Plan of
Action.

The secretariat tends to consid~r. the role of government in termS of the
following areas of action :

-.
as interprnter and manager of"soci~-economic change
as planner .', ',. ....
as entrepreneur .: .
as negotiator

but beforn these roles are examined, a' number. of general observations need to be.
made. The first concerns the overall 3tructure of goverrrrent and its relation to .
the challenges of bringing about major, socia-economic transformation. It"is bY' '.
now clear that a number of gaps - which are likely to increase - exist in the structure.
These include mechanismS for e.g.

dealing with the exploration, eva~uation and management.
of the natural resource base asa whole.
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dealing with planned human resources development;

-" regulating and prormting: technology J

... crefonning the darestic market;

handling integrated'rUral development effectively,

regulating the directions of flow of both financial and real
resource flows J

designing and efficiently operating a communications. system for
accelerated economic growth, and

handling" problems of the environment.
.' ,

..........
But apart' ffurn these gaps in structure there seem also to exist dysfunction\3i:" ....
relations, perhaps the roost significant of which is the failure of'effective linkages
between government and the private sector in regard to the design, implementation,
roonitoring and timely adjustments of the national development plan. Another is the
lack of overall and sectoral early warning systems (food and agricult~ral production,
adverse shifts in foreign exchange earnings, production bottlenecks, technological .
or demand induced changes in export markets, changes in expected public revenue).

Many ministries largely;remain as they were originally designed whilst pressing
changes in func~ions arerret.by piecemeal adjustment. In the 19'80s, for exarrple,
the expected foreign exchange crisis will call for capabilities in contingency plaQning
which governments may be slow to devise, adopt and implement. '

As interpreter and manager of socia-economic change, governments require not
only a theoretical but also a practical grasp of basic components of strategies and
plans. Here reference is made particularly to the physical basis of diversified
self-sustaining economic growth. It is not, for example, rea$onable to expect that
any African country can succe'ed in ttarisforming its economic structure, in establishing
capital goods industries, in creating a matrix for intra-sectoral and inter-sectoral
linkages and for the development of technology, in raising levels of consumption and
expanding employment opportunities merely by continuing to specialize in the
production for export of one or two dominant primary products s~ch as coffee or
cocoa, or oilseEids, or cotton, or iron ore, or copper or tirmer or petroleum and so on.
Nor is ,-it reasonable to believe that ddl'rEstic financial. savings:,: unless' where it
corresponds to the availability cifrelevant dome,stic ~actor inputs, can be applied
to the pattern of production marketing, R&D, etc. required by, the Lagos Plan.
Where the domestic market is small and fragmented (excluding as it does the bulk
of the rural population) it is not feasible to plan for the production of' goods to
meet mass local demand without deliberate measures.to create that demand.

-i
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It is also not often borne in mind that employment is a function not only of
the r~te' and direction of grcMth of the economy but also of the supply character. ..
and sectoral distribution of entrepreneurial and managerial resources (availab~e

fqr 8. g., organizing production and rri.;lrk~,ting) on the one hand and rate of ....
adoption of capital/labour substituting technologies. Investigations relating to
the'imppct of. these factors ought properly to be a concern of ministries of la~6ur.

More specifically, government as interpreter and manager of socio~economic ,
change requires the mobilisation and use of information and data relpted to internal
r8S0Urc8~. conditions and potentialities rather .than to foreign trade.• aid. investrrent
and lending terms and trends. Thus emphasis:wo~ld now be placed on pOp'ulation data.
on inventories of natural resources, production capacities and patterns. specialized
manpower. household budget and expenditure surveys. employment and unemployment and
so on .. Th~threat of mass poverty would suggest thi';lt(govez:-nrrents Would ccmnission
studies of the character. definition. location and causes of poverty as well as
target-groups within the national socia-economic system in order t~at special measures
should b$"includedin the national development plan to deal with them. Unemployment,
as suggested earlier, would receive sirriilar treatment. Armng tooJs for continuously
evaluatfng 'the'irrPactof policy. plans and programres on the econemy, on particular
sectors and targ~t"grouPs. governrrents would make use not only of national accounts
but'of speCially designed monitoring systems including socia-economic indicators.

Since all forms of socia-economic change involve the spread of both social
and material invention. governments would clearly have to assume an important role
as promoter of innovation.

In its role of planner, it has already been suggested that a new or at least
much expanded infonmation and data base and its effective use are. necessary. An
important component of this base will be made of continually evaluated inventories:
of natural resources/raw materialsJ of entreprenewrial ·and man,agenal re~o!JrcesJ

of manpower and institutions for production and marketing, of research ard experimental
development facilities and programmes, of production, capacities and patterpsJ transport
and conm.mications networksJ of support services for busines1;l (e.g. information.
finance, consultancy. insurance. materials and product testing and certification; of
standardization and quality control). This ~ppro~ch provides a more realistic
foundation for the aggregative projections techniques now widely employed in planning
in the Region. New dimensions and skills of planning would be essential: intre
sectoral and inter-sectoral planning; 'spatial planningJ planning the development of
factor inputs, planning infrastructurel development J planning the technological
component of the national plan. The use of input/output methods and of material
balances would also became a common feature of planning techniques.

The difficulty with national plans fpr economic growth in Africa is not only
that they have no physical basis. and that they make unwarrented:assumptions about·
the supply and disposition of en~repreneurial resources l/andabout the operatiOnal

1/ For example project feasibility studies carried out for governments deal only
with the economic and technical aspects. No regard is paid to the question whether

, the national conm.mity can execute the project 50 that there is'ahiddeh entri3preneur
concealed in such studies. Government offices are full of unimplemented feasibility
studies for this and other reasons.
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effe~tiveness of communications between policy~kers and planners on the one-
hand, .and t.hose who can and will .do what, when, where and how, on the other but
that most plans are merely collections of desirable things to be done. There is
frequently missing no core which provides the motor of the plan. Although there is
generally a great deal of fervent expressions about the importance of agriculture
asa leading sector, the concept of leading sectors is frequently missing. It often
seems to be assumed, wrongly, that a leading sector is the sector receiving the
largest financial allocation. This issue of a core, arrotor and a leading sector
is of course crucial for the time phasing of national development plans and for the'
concentration of scarce real factor inputs and other forms of priority treatment
such as indigenisat;ion,publicsector take over or supervision and so on.

The role of government as negotiator is to~ large a subject to be given adequate
treatment here but sarre illustrations are necessary.

It·is the secretariat's view that international negotiations will dominate
int~rn.ational econooic relations in the 1980' s and that intra-African consultations
and negQtiatiQns followed by negotiations with ather Third World countries will,.
gradually supersede the present priority given to· negotiations with developed ·cQuntries,
In any case negotiations; it is said, begin at home where the most important functions
include: .. . .

the clarification :of basic issues .and the d.etermination of
priorities;

evaluation of what other parties negotiations are seeking,

the outer limits of packages of trade-offs,

the handling of organized interests both internal ,qnd external;

the organisation of Tffichinery at the national level for dealing
rapidly with changes in proposals and counter-proposals~ .

the establishment of adequate communications systems; and

the preparations of briefs and instructions and selection ot,
national negotiators.

It will be obvious, after twenty years of aid, technical assistance and debt
accompanied by the obvious failure to effect structural changes for self-reliant
and self-sustaining growth of the Region's economy that the concrete clarification
of what ~er-States are individually or collectively seeking deserves the highest
priority cind that the specification of trade-offs deserves the second priority. The'
object of international negotiations in the 19808 will be neither to petition nor to
participate in ~Gonomic wars but to obtain what the Region needs fro~ the rest of tne
world in' return for what the rest of the world needs from the Region on terms and
conditions that safeguard and ensure its self-reliant and self-sustaining eC0nomic
growth and development,

I
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In all these functions of government. the quality and efficiency of the public

service as part of the entrepreneurial and managerial resources of member-States
is of the first importance. Thus defin~t.ions of compete,nce and efficiency, processes
of recruitment and career develoPment' (including open~~nded approaches to the
acquisition of knowledge. skills and experience) will.b~~ome of increasing importance
as efforts are made to give the national version of the Lagos Plan concrete shape and
to implement it. Since it is unlikely that any public service will command more than
a small range of the technical expertise required for 'each of the major roles of
government, special and deliberate measures will need to be taken to promote the
development and use of indigenous consultancy services' including the potentialities
of universities and research institutes. In short, the total mobilisation of local
talent and know-haw to solve national problems and handle key national projects may
become one of the important functions of the public service. This is likely to be
most necessary during the 1980s when external and internal financial crisis may put
pressures on public servi.ces with which they are not designed to cope.

Government as Entrepreneur - Public Enterprise

The secretariat's present pre-occupation with the role of public enterprise in
Africa rests on two ,considerations: the first is a growing conviction that the
structure. characteristi cs~· s8'Ct'd'ral-distribution, etc. of indigenous entrepreneurship
in Africa is unlikely to enable members States to embark on major structural trans
fonmation of their economies by relying solely. or, in the initial stages, principally
on the indigenous private sector for private entrepreneurial initiatives especially
where long'term investment and long _g~~tation peri--ods are involved and these lie
outside certain fairly definite familiar areas of action. Even now in parts of the
Region entrepreneurial initiatives in such small and medium scale business as
restaurants and small hotels. cin~~laundries. garages. metal working establishments,
pharmacies and drug stores, hair dressing establishments, are increasingly being left
to foreign operators. It is clearly Qmatter of urgency that governrrents should, in
their consideration of problems of implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action, sponsor
studies of the factors accounting'for this trend. In a number of countries, for
example. rapid increases in personal income as a result of earings of the country
from export~ of petroleum and other mineral&:have not led to any marked explosion of
entrepreneurial activity in production in modern sectors so that potential savings
tend to be used up in conspicuous conslJfT'4Jtion. It appears that .the supply of finance
for business investment is not. contrary to popular belief. a principal factor in
the emergence of entrepreneurial activity for economic modernisation.

The secretariat's second consideration is the range of entrepreneurial initiatives
required in areas unfamiliar to local entrepreneurs~ the 'risk of take-overs by foreign
enterprise of sectors of the econbmy(sometimes worki~g through or in partnership
with indigenous businessmen) which are critical for structural but in which the
application of market determined private profit is likely to inhibit action or to
bias it in directions of less national advantage. y

. 1/ It is now sometimes suggested that the time has come for a halt to the spread
of public enterprise in Africa and for a reversal of this trend in favour of private
enterprise but it is noteworthy that the proponents of this thesis rarely discuss
the meaning of the private sector within the context of realities in the Region.
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Thp f011~~inE are illustration of areas of critical activity easily identifiable
in the Lagos Plan of Action in which public enterprises rray have to aSSLJTE entre
prsn8urj~1 c:::etivity in~ludi.ng:

the mining and ma~eting of minerals,

engineering production and marketing,

chemicals and'petrochemicals,

inlBnq.water tran9P9ft'
.'. . .,/.

coastal shipping. -:'. '

·tha exploitation of forest products;

banking, insurance, consultancy, and othe~ services.

internal distribution;

the exploitation of river and lake basins •

. '. Jherole tho secret~ri9~ "seS8 for;pubUc enterprises include:

,(;.) intra-;;,ectoral furtctions such as:. "
.. ,'''' Ii'

" '

(a) '. leadership in expansion of production to meet anticipated
nationa"! needs,

(b) manpower planning and development, .
. ;':

de) the promotion of 'sub-contracting,

'Cd) the Development 'uf.consultancy services,

'[e} the prormtiori of standardization and 'quality engineering,

: (f) Research and:8~erirrental develo~~J

(g) the promotion .of bulk procurement of ,supplies.

Indeed. :the secretariat believes,that' one form of state,~nt~rprise urgently
;squired'in key S8ctOrs today is a national or multinationalqe~trewhicheombines
production. marketing,. teaching/leaving,'R 8. 0, derronstration;an~~xtensionservices. 2/

. . . :

2/ Such centres may properly be designated teaching companies .on the analogy of ,
teaching hospitals end because they ought to be organized as business concerns.

','.\
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(ii) inter-sectoral functiona especially concerned with the establishment
of linkages, joint production planning, joint R &0, etc.

(iii) muitinational level where the main function will be concerned with
market assessment, organizing production and trade in raw materials,
co-oroinating multinational production and marketing, mobilising
and redeploying savings for multinational companies. co-ordinating
multinational R &0 and so on.

It will be clear from all
to be viewed at close quarters
establishrrent or irrprovelTEnt.
following lines:

this that the potentialities of public enterprise need
by policy-makers as an important step in their design.
The secretariat therefore proposes action along the

(i) national consultations among public enterprises on the roles
they could play in the adaptation of the Lagos Plan of Action
to national resources, circumstances and possibilities and in
its implementation,

(ii) study tours to state enterprises in different sectors in such
countries as Mexico. India, Brazil, etc. The secretariat attaches
very great importance to this I dsrrunstration effect I J

(iii) national consultations arising out of (ii) including considerations
of technical assistance from enterprises visited, joint enter
prises, etc.;

(iv) the establishment of permanent national machin8ry for consultations
among state enterpds8s on the state and prospects of the national
economy and the role of state enterprises, on irrproverrents in
performance and perfonmance indicators, etc.,

(v) the establishment of multi-national associations of state
enterprises operating within the same sector or sub-sector
with a view to promoting joint initiatives as indicated above.

The secretariat does not consider these proposals as exhaustive but believes
they do indicate sometning of the role of public enterprise in. Africa in the 19808
onwards.




